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Geodetic surveying office founded in 1949 - the year of 

formation Kievmetrostroy. From 1949 to 1988 

surveying office was part construction and installation 

units and detachments Kievmetrostroy tunnel. In 1988 

was created the Office of the geodetic surveying works 

Holovtunelmetrobudu Ministry of transport 

construction. In 1991 Kiev station UVHMR turned 

LLC "Landmark". 

In March 1998, the general meeting of shareholders of 

JSC "Kievmetrostroy" has been established subsidiary 

«Ukrheodezmark" legal entities, which from the first 

day that performs the full range of engineering and 

surveying and geodetic surveying works has the 

appropriate certificates and permits to surveying, 

surveying, topographic and other works. 

Since 2006 the subsidiary «Ukrheodezmark" is a valid 

collective member of Ukrainian Society of Geodesy and 

Cartography. 

The team "Ukrheodezmark" professionally provides 

quality geodetic surveying works construction Kiev 

subway tunnels without excess normative deviations 

from the project (100 mm) two opposing tunnels. 

With highly skilled specialists and using modern 

geodetic surveying instruments and software 

application company covers all types of surveying, 

geodetic, surveying, zemlevporyadkuvalnyh and other 

works. Developed and used for years accurate and 

reliable methods of monitoring of high-rise buildings, 

experience and proven technology make it possible to 

create highly accurate network planning and tall as 

departmental and national importance. During this time 

mastered the creation of topographical plans of various 

scales, including electronically. 

Using the accumulated years of experience in addition 

to the collective enterprise geodetic surveying software 

Kiev subway construction took and takes part in the 

construction of many other engineering facilities. The 

main ones are - construction of subways in 

Dnepropetrovsk, Donetsk, Kharkiv, and 

Novodnistrovsk Tashlykskaya PSP Podolsky bridge, 

reconstruction of road junctions in the Moscow area, 

the Metropolitan highway interchange near the metro 

station and the Dnieper bridge Paton, collector tunnels 

of different diameters in Kiev, Odessa, creating 

geodetic network and monitoring of deformations for 

the construction of an underground light railway in. 

Engineering and geodesic support, assembly and 

installation of columns for the roof in the reconstruction 

of the stadium "Olympic" m. Kyiv and in the 

construction of the stadium "Arena" m. Lviv. To 

preserve and prevent the destruction of the Holy 

Dormition Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra performed complex 

geodetic works on 3D laser scanning labyrinths of 

caves and creating three-dimensional model 

visualization caves and participation in projects for 

architectural 3D scanning and other objects. 

 

 
 

The staff Subsidiary "Ukrheodezmark" PJSC 

"Kievmetrostroy" Corporation "Ukrmetrotunelbud" 

 

Today, in different parts of geodetic, surveying 

successfully employs highly skilled specialists in their 

field Belous MV, MV Bondar , V. Kovtun , AE Bast , 

Mikhailov MV Panasyuk AV, AI Shkuratskyy , Spring 

VM and many others. They transmit all their rich 

professional experience of young people who come to 

replace them and at what future surveying art - it RY 

Azizrv , Dashkevich, DM , Ignatenko VA , Korchevsky 

VM , Lazorenko SV. , Marchuk SV , Nikolaichuk R.P, 

Ponomarev SA , Monastic AL , Yurchenko YM and 

many others. 

    The human factor and modern appliances, 

cooperation with renowned international companies 

"Topcon Corporation" Japan, "GMT Heger", 

"Herrenknecht", Wirth "," TACS gmbh "," VMT 

"Germany," Leica Geosystems "Switzerland," Foif "," 

Kolida Instrument "China today allow geodetic 

surveying service with honor and precision necessary to 

perform any tasks to ensure the construction of subways 

and other objects" objects. 



  

 
 

Creating a planning and assessment of the high-rise 

building subways in the city. Kyiv, Dnipropetrovsk, 

Donetsk on the surface and underground, gyroscopic 

orientation. Geodetic surveying support and 

topographic surveys of 1: 500 during the construction 

of the Kiev Metro 

 

  

 
  

Engineering and geodesic works on control of 

geometrical parameters and monitoring construction of 

tall buildings ("Sail", "Gulliver" m. Kyiv) 

 

  

 
 

Planning and high-altitude laser 3-D capture complex 

Near, Far and caves Varyazhskyh Holy Dormition 

Kyiv-Pechersk Lavra and visualization of three-

dimensional model of the Labyrinth. Geodetic 

monitoring wall Debosketa Holy Dormition Kyiv-

Pechersk Lavra 

 



 
 

Creation of planning and high-altitude study, test 

engineering and surveying, executive surveys in the 

construction Podolsky bridge (m. Kyiv) 

 

 

 
 

Engineering - geodetic control assembly and erection of 

the roof during reconstruction NSK "Olimpiyskyy" m. 

Kyiv and construction of the stadium "Arena" in the 

city. Lviv for EVRO-2012 

 

  
 

Creating a planning-altitude studies, control 

engineering and surveying, executive surveys in the 

construction of transport rozv`yazok on Moscow 

Square, near the station. m. "Dnepr", Prospect Science 

and the Metropolitan Highway, three -tier rozv`yaztsi 

near the bridge Paton and bridge construction Havana 

(m. Kyiv) 

 

 Currently Subsidiary "Ukrheodezmark" PAT 

"Kievmetrostroy" works and provides high accuracy 

in the following activities: 

 • implementation of geodetic surveying works 

in construction, repair, reconstruction and operation 

underground, tunneling and other underground 

structures; 

 • geodesic support of objects of industrial and 

civil construction, mining and other facilities in 

Ukraine; 

 • a survey and executive surveys; 

 • monitoring deformation (horizontal, vertical, 

roll) structures; 

 • work package in 3D laser scanning and 

visualization of historical and other facilities; 

 • Development of DBN, DSTU, JMA other 

scientific and technical activities. 
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